Tough Tigers
No. 1 ranked Memphis runs away with victory against UCF — SEE SPORTS, A11

Great debate
Candidates square off at SGA presidential debate Tuesday — SEE NEWS, A2

Hitt vows to aid task force
Force aims to fight underage drinking

Students to inspect vice president for e-mails

SGA completes 24 of 31 ’07 platform goals

Faculty contacts can affect students


"I'm really distancing myself from all this crap. If anything, let the students decide. They deserve it." — Ventura De la Garza, vice president of the UCF chapter of the Student Government Association

"We made a promise to the students that these goals would be finished." — Tatyana Hollinger, student body president

"We need more funding, and a lot of them were real novices," Hollinger said. For students to understand where their tuition dollars are going, an information session will be held in February to describe in detail what students are paying for.

University officials and Orlando authorities are teaming up to study underage drinking in the UCF area.

President John Hitt and Orange County Mayor Rich cerry announced the task force in a very serious game by establishing the Underage Drinking Task Force.

The task force was announced Thursday at a press conference and was designed as a combined effort from all sides of the issue. It will enforce laws by working with vendors and distributors.

"Underage drinking and binge drinking is the most prevalent drug problem facing the youth of Orange County," County Manager Bill Cahill said. "Alcohol poses in the hands of passengers, and happens too often."

A local national statistics showing that alcohol takes the lives of 5,000 people under 21 every year, and that among students the ages of 18 to 24, nearly 500,000 are unintentionally injured every year due to alcohol.

The plan also calls for support from the Division of Alcohol, Beverage, and Tobacco, UCF will work to create initiatives that encourage students to be responsible businesses.

The words "utive degeneration" aren't likely to spark student interest, but the deals being struck at UCF could affect millions of students.

"Basically, everything that we do, from parking to the way your student card works, to the way alcohol is treated, is going to impact your experience as students," said Beth Wynne, president of the United Faculty of Florida.

The UFF at UCF, which is the faculty union at the UCF Board of Trustees, started negotiating the represented junior college faculty's agreements in November 2006. However, a year later, the two sides have yet to reach even tentative agreements on four key issues: merit pay, retirement, and the Teaching Force.

The task force was announced Thursday at a press conference Thursday. Vice President Logan Berkowitz speaks at his impeachment proceedings Thursday. "It was a plot to hurt my integrity and hurt my character," he said after the meeting.
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Candidates face off Tuesday

SASHA RICHARDSON

SGA elections are around the corner, and now the candidates have a chance to put their platforms before the student body. The SGA Presidential Candidate Debate will be held in the Dow Sikes room at 8 p.m. Friday, with Giery and Smith in attendance. Both camps have been gearing up for the debate. "We speak to organizations multiple times a day, and that gets us prepared to speak in a public forum," Berkowitz said. "We are very prepared.

Besides preparing to speak, the candidates are also preparing for what they will speak about. "Most of my preparation has just come to sitting down and reviewing my material and studying the issues," Giery said.

One recent time is a role of change filed against the candidates for improper law that resulted in minor violations for both. These violations are a result of mistakes and violations that led to a heated debate. "This debate will allow the candidates to talk about their platforms and what they will do for the students," said Cheryn Meta, supervisor of elections for the SGA.

Smith said that past issues might come up in the debate. "Given the things that happened, and given that there have been power shifts from the Senate, it will be people disappointed in order to defend their actions on the previous Senate," Smith said.

However, Smith's running mate, Giery, said, "I think there is a little bit too get between Smith and me.

"Both candidates know what to do, what to do better, and what to do worse.

"Most of my preparation has just come to sitting down and reviewing my material and studying the issues," Giery said.
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Dear Students,

Cramming doesn't work for us either: So we give everyone a big comfy leather seat. New nonstop service to Santo Domingo, DR starts March 6 and to Cancun starts March 13!

From Orlando
Fares starting from each way*

Cancun $51
(Nonstop service starts 3/13)
Santo Domingo, DR $115
(Nonstop service starts 3/6)

Starting from Orlando
$51 to Cancun
each way*

Sincerely,
jetBlue
AIRWAYS

jetblue.com 1-800-jetblue

Starting each way*

*All fares are subject to change without notice. Fares are only available for flights booked at jetblue.com. Travel is 1-3 days per person. Fares purchased by telephone or at an airport or city ticket office from request up to a 7-day advance purchase. Travel must be booked by February 18, 2008. Fares must be completed by April 30, 2008. Fares are not available or may be unavailable on all flights. Fares are most often found on midweek travel days. All fares must be purchased at time of reservation, and are non-refundable and non-transferable. Cancellations and changes can be made prior to scheduled departure for $50 at 1-800-JETBLUE (1-800-861-3372 if located in Mexico and 1-809-200-9898 if located in the Dominican Republic), or $40 at jetblue.com, with applicable fare adjustment. Cancellations are for a JetBlue travel credit only, which is valid for one year. If a reservation is not changed or canceled prior to scheduled departure, all money associated with reservation is forfeited. Fares do not include Passenger Facility Charges of up to $9 each way, and a Federal Segment Tax of $3.50 per domestic segment. A Segment is a takeoff and landing. International fares also do not include government fees and taxes of up to $10.20 each way. All fares and fees must be paid at the time of purchase. jetBlue reserves the right to deny boarding to passengers without proper documentation. DIRECTV service is not available on flights outside the continental US. However, where applicable FOX Inflight is offered. Metropolitan on these routes. CtS®
WASHINGTON — The U.S. House of Representatives overwhelmingly approved legislation on Thursday that would crack down on conflicts of interest in the student-loan industry and hold colleges accountable for rising college tuitions.

A 405-0 vote Wednesday by the House had voted along party lines that would be postponed until the House had voted along party lines.

The bill, 354 to 58, on Thursday, blocking consideration of a legislation on Thursday that will be postponed until the House had voted along party lines.

The legislation on Thursday that will be postponed until the House had voted along party lines.

The Senate has also been criticized for the House had voted along party lines.

The legislation on Thursday that will be postponed until the House had voted along party lines.

The Senate is scheduled to speak about U.S.-Saudi relations and Kagame will discuss the importance of education in helping Rwanda rebound politically and economically from the 1994 genocide.

Judge finds ethic charges, primarily charges over comments

WASHINGTON — An appellate judge facing ethics charges over comments made about a colleague is now facing more ethic charges as well.

In 2006, First District Court Judge Michael Alan Allen said that District Judge Gary Paul Kane violated the public trust by participating in a Florida Rea- ders Digest cover about his legal career before the court.

Last year, the state Judicial Qualifications Commission alleged Allen violated judicial conduct rules by writing 14 letters to Alabama newspapers urging them to support a fellow judge, the commission said.

Now, the commission has added 19 and Allen of Ohio to be before its members in Cincinnati and each would similarly face charges.

The judge had been scheduled to face trial on March 10, but the trial will be postponed until the new charges are considered.

Allen’s attorney, Bruce McEwen, argued in a previous filing that Allen was concerned for the integrity of the court and for personal reasons.

U.S. courts order Allen to appear before its members in Cincinnati, according to McEwen.

In 2006, the commission noted Allen had been asked to appear before its members in Cincinnati. According to McEwen, Allen had been asked to appear before its members in Cincinnati.

The commission noted Allen had been asked to appear before its members in Cincinnati.

The commission noted Allen had been asked to appear before its members in Cincinnati.

The latter charge would come after combustible dust ignited burning three days after a blast leveled portions of the largest and oldest sugar processing facility in the globe.

The blast, which came as Wednesday, killed at least five people and badly damaged, 80-foot storage silos and buildings eight stories tall connected by corridors.

One of the silos blew up late Thursday, possibly after combustible dust ignited.

Mounds of sugary sugar shrouded silos of the plant, including the silos. The search was halted at sunset because the debris made it impossible to search for the missing.

Strong wind blowing off the site ran through the plant, creating another obstacle to the recovery efforts.

The search was halted at sunset because the debris made it impossible to search for the missing.

The military said U.S. and European peacekeepers in Darfur now had to deal with increased numbers of Darfur refugees that could end a strike that has crippled the Darfur region for Chad.

"Terrified" refugees from the Darfur region for Chad are on their way, the U.N. refugee agency said.

A tentative agreement with Darfur refugees has gathered in the nearby Chad town of Farka. UNHCR is hoping to move the refugees to different camps the agency says in Chad, Cant said.

UNHCR officials say the worsening situation in Darfur is exacerbated by a recent rebel attack on the city of al-Mahdist, a town of 15,000 people, by the Darfur rebel group that has been fighting the Sudanese government for years.

Both nations accuse each other of sending rebel groups that have become even more sensitive after Chadian rebels attacked Chad’s capital last week.

UNHCR officials say the worsening situation in Darfur is exacerbated by a recent rebel attack on the city of al-Mahdist, a town of 15,000 people, by the Darfur rebel group that has been fighting the Sudanese government for years.

Both nations accuse each other of sending rebel groups that have become even more sensitive after Chadian rebels attacked Chad’s capital last week.

C3 Church invites you and your family and church to our contemporary style Church. We are passionate about connecting with our community and what better way to do so than to help us in the epicenter of east Orlando.

We offer two different services to you - 9:00am & 10:30am.
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U.S. says 12,000 refugees flee Sudan for Chad

GENEVA — Up to 12,000 refugees are fleeing Sudan’s Darfur region into Chad, the United Nations said Wednesday.
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UCF aims to be climate neutral

AMANDA WELCH // Story

When President John Hitt signed the College and University Presidents Climate Commitment one year ago, he ensured that the campus eventually would become climate neutral.

Since then, UCF has adhered to the pledge through educational outreach and action, despite budget cuts.

One component of the commitments called for UCF to integrate environmental sustainability into its curriculum. The UCF General Education Program, newly unified theme of "One Planet, Our Education, One Future." The goal is to incorporate issues of energy conservation and global climate change into a variety of subjects through service-learning courses and other classes.

Alaina Bernard, assistant director of the UCF Arboretum, developed a course called "service-learning for sustainability for fall 2008.

Students will spend one month in class discussing social justice, economic development, and environmental protection and develop proposals for projects.

Then they will be given members and speed into 10 hours per week working in field.

Bernard said she developed the class that the UCF top-problem between academics and communities.

The UCF Physical Plant has been working hard to meet the pledge's guidelines. The signing of the commitment acts as a policy for all campus buildings to be constructed according to the "silver standard" as set by U.S. Green Building Council. The University also has been improving and Environmental Sustainability. UCF provides its architects with the LEED checklist, which allows points for each aspect of environmental construction, said Peter Newman, the director of Facilities Planning. A building must score 32 out of a possible 69 points to reach silver status.

The checklist is divided into six categories. One category, called sustainable sites, awards points for promoting sustainability during the construction process by using alternative transportation, creating habitats and resisting light pollution.

The second category, known as energy and atmosphere, encourages the use of low-emitting paints, sealants and other materials, and daylight and ventilation to lower energy use. The other categories include water efficiency, energy and atmosphere, materials and resources, and innovation and design twinnings.

"It's almost like a report card score sheet," Newman said.

UCF buildings also get points because of campus characteristics already in place. The central chiller plant, which lowers energy costs by using chilled water for cooling needs, and the Stormwater Management System, which works to conserve and maximize surface and ground water, will earn additional credits, Newman said.

After silver, there is the gold standard at 39 points and then platinum at 52 points. Newman said the silver standard is considered the minimum.

"When they forecast the points, we try to exceed the silver, because we want to have enough points to not miss silver when the LEED group looks at it," he said.

The LEED Donetsk manager for Energy and Sustainability said the UCF has one or two projects near completion that will be certified gold.

The only project in progress that won't earn the silver standard is the Biomedical Science Building because it was started before the policy was put in place. However, it will be LEED certified in the 26- to 28-point range, Norvell said. Securing the certification will make the UCF College of Medicine the only LEED-compliant medical school in the world.

Norvell is also working to reduce the energy consumption of UCF's older buildings. Energy and Sustainability management set aside $1 million for energy conservation, including lighting retrofits, PC power management, and cooling systems, which covers other energy-saving methods.

Energy and Sustainability also has undertaken a variety of other projects that are in accordance with the climate commitment.

The first greenhouse gas emissions report for UCF was filed last year, per the agreement, and a second report will be released in two to three months.

Posters emphasizing the green aspects of mass transit have been placed throughout campus to encourage the use of the shuttle system.

New vehicles and equipment are purchased as hybrid, E85 ethanol-compatible or diesel, which can use biodiesel fuel. An on-campus biodiesel production plant will be completed in a couple of months, Norvell said. It will produce 5,000 gallons per year, which is enough to cover the school's demands.

Also by suggestion of the commitment, UCF is participating in Recyclemania, a national competition between schools, Norvell said. Posters throughout the campus encourage recycling, and a second one or two projects near completion will be certified gold.

"The university has a 5 percent recycling rate in '08 and '09." he said. "The state mandates that we have a 30 percent recycling rate. If we're the state and now the fifth-largest school in the nation, we should be way up there in the forefront of the whole thing."

Last year, UCF's rate went up to 48.3 percent, and the Recyclemania first-week weight-in was at 9 percent.

If you care about the future: yours and the Earth's...

Barry University School of Law offers a dynamic program and a distinguished faculty ready to help you build your career as a successful attorney.

When you become a Barry Law student, you join a caring community—a community that co-founded the Center for Earth Jurisprudence. The Center, the first of its kind in the United States, helps prepare lawyers to face unprecedented environmental challenges, encouraging a practice of law that respects the rights of the natural world.

Learn more about Barry Law, its faculty, and its mission at www.barry.edu/law.

BARRY UNIVERSITY

Dwaine O. Andrews School of Law
Orlando Campus
4441 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32807
321-206-5600 • 866-JD-BARRY
www.barry.edu/law

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

ARRESTED?

LAW OFFICE OF CRAIG A. SONNER, P.A.
"Just because your name appears on a police report does not mean you are guilty."

FREE CONSULTATIONS ON:
Traffic Charges, DUI & ALL Criminal Charges
AVAILABLE 24 HOURS 407-260-6853
www.FloridaDefenseLawyer.net

Get a free rate quote today.

GEICO
geico.com
1-800-847-AUTO
or call your local office.

Come visit us at Spring Break in Panama City Beach,
FL & South Padre Island, TX.
WASHINGTON — Empty homes and foreclosed signs clutter neighborhoods. You've lost your job or know someone who has. Your paycheck and rent are taking a hit. Could the country be in recession?

Sixty-one percent of the public believes the economy is now suffering through its first recession since 2001, according to an Associated Press-Ipsos poll.

The fallout from a depressed housing market and a credit crunch caused the economy to stall in the final three months of last year. Some experts, like the majority of people questioned in the poll, say the worst is yet to come.

The worry is that consumer spending and business spending will halter further and pull back spending, sucking the economy into a tailspin.

Squeezed by high energy and food bills, "we can't afford the things that we normally buy," she said. "We are cutting corners in our spending. For our grocers, we are buying a lot of generic and we are eating out less."

For many, the meltdown in the housing and mortgage markets has proved even more daunting. Record numbers of people were forced from their homes, unable to afford the monthly loan payments. People watched their single biggest asset fall in value, a reason to tighten the belt.

"There are more people not buying," she said. "People have less to spend. People are not what they once were.

"We are getting by, saving the things that we can. We are not buying new things."

Credit has become harder to get, thwarting would-be home buyers, adding to the glut of unsold homes and exacerbated the housing industry's woes.

"They are in bad shape," she said. "We are in deep recession. The housing collapse was the biggest culprit in 2007. Builders lowered spending on housing projects by 10 percent as an amortized basis, the most in 28 years.

The job market is faltering — a point driven home by a report showing that employers cut jobs in January for the first time in more than four years.

Employee concerns are contributing to darker feelings about the economy and people's own financial well-being. Consumer confidence, as measured by the RBC Cash Index, dropped to a mark of 48.5 in early February. It was the worst reading since the Index began in 2005.

A cooling job market along with high energy and food prices are taking a toll on paychecks. Workers' average weekly earnings, adjusted for inflation, fell 0.9 percent last year. In 2006, earnings grew by a solid 3.3 percent.

The stock market is unsettled and as a result, people's nest eggs are all that they once were.

In fact, that was the top economic worry in the AP-Jharpoll. Fifty-five percent said they were worried a "lot" about "the value of stocks and retirement investments.

By one rough rule of thumb, a recession occurs when there are two consecutive quarters — six straight months — when the economy shrinks. That did not happen in the last recession, though. The economy contracted in the first quarter of 2001, rose in the second quarter, shrank in the third quarter and turned up again in the final quarter of that year.

The National Bureau of Economic Research, the recognized arbiters for dating recessions, uses a more complicated formula. It takes into account such things as employment and income growth. By that measure, the last recession was in 2001, starting in March and ending in November.

To bolster the economy, the Federal Reserve embarked on a rate-cutting campaign in September, with two big reductions last month. In just eight days in January, the Fed slashed rates by 1.25 percentage points.

The hope is that the lower rates will induce people to buy more and revive the economy.

So if the poll figure of 61 percent is right — and the country is now in recession — it might help ease the effect of a downturn.

Register to vote, obtain your absentee ballot and register for your chance to win Apple Products. Already registered? Just show us your Voter Registration Card for your chance to win! Free Food, Free T-Shirt
LINE: Lost Points: Rock the Vote (500), Rock 1,000 (Late Night) Players (500)
MONDAY FEB 11th
8:00pm
CAB Comedy and SGA Present MTV Real World “Rock the Vote” In the Pegasus Ballroom

TUESDAY FEB 12th
7:00pm
CAB Comedy and SGA Present Late Night Players In Wackados

WEDNESDAY FEB 13th
5:00pm
CAB presents our Spring Meet & Greet In the Memory Mall. Free t-shirts and other prizes!

6:00pm
CAB Comedy and SGA Present IRock concert in the Memory Mall

OTHER EVENTS/GENERAL INFO

THURSDAY FEB 14th
10:00am - 2:00pm
VUCF Get Carded presents “Life is Sweetest when Shared” Valentine’s Day event outside of the Student Union.

2:30pm
VUCF presents “Valentines Day Dance at The Bridge of Orlando.” Come out and earn service hours for dancing with the elderly. Please email your RSVP to VUCF_health@mail.ucf.edu. Meet/Carpool outside VAB at 2:30p.m.

7:00pm
Looking for a cheap date? Take her to the Senate meeting! SGA Senate Meeting, SU 218

SATURDAY FEB 16th
10:00am-2:00pm
VUCF presents “Come Share the LOVE” at The Bridge: Assisted Living home. Carpool in front of VAB at 9:30am

SUNDAY FEB 17th
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. VUCF presents an “Eco-Action” Water way clean up with Canoes at Soldier Creek. Meet/Carpool at VAB at 2:15 p.m.

OFFICE OF STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
STUDENT UNION 407-823-6471
WWW.GETINVOLVEDUCF.COM
goal, which involved more educated areas on campus, has been postponed due to budget cuts.

"It's a struggle because of the budget. There simply is not enough money," Harte said.

Hartley said that instead of creating more lighted areas they are now working to maintain existing ones. Hollinger said one of her greatest accomplishments during her term was advocating for the students.

"I have never seen the level of involvement that I have seen this year. It's not and should never have been something invisible," Hollinger said.

SGA Vice President Logan Berkwitz said that this administration was the first to really concentrate its efforts on bringing SGA to the students. Berkwitz spoke about Major Mondays when he and his team would go and talk to students in general education classes.

Berkwitz also said that they had a table for their cabinet in front of the Student Union every Wednesday, which allowed students to come and voice their opinions and also ask questions. Hollinger said that she had never seen this happen.

"I have never seen the level of involvement that I have seen this year," Hollinger said.

SGA organizations have allowed for as open of a discussion as they did concerning important issues.

For the other completed goals, students received 25 percent off of gold apparel. Also, 30 units in the Towers have been available in the year's entire administration. This administration was the most diverse we have ever seen because they had a net in front of the Student Union every Wednesday, students in general education and also ask questions. Hollinger said that the absence of raises could even decrease the morale of the faculty wanting or able to spend with each of their students.

The ability to provide one-on-one attention is becoming more of a concern among the faculty. Smith said. According to the National Research Web site, UCF has the highest-student-teacher ratio among the nation's largest undergraduate universities, based on an analysis of College Board data conducted by the New York Times.

"We have seen some very drastic drops in employee discount won't improve this situation," Smith said.

"Galileo affects whether new teachers will want to work here, and it affects whether current faculty will want to stay here," Wong said.

"When we don't get a raise and the cost of living goes up, that effect is going to be seen in the state of Florida a certain amount of time after we can see our pay go up," Wong said.

"High school faculty stick around if they have to pay to give it up," DuBoise leaned said.

Despite lowered morale and financial difficulties, the administration of say that UCF's President John Hitt's student-teacher ratio is not negatively impacting anything.

"Grant Hutto, assistant vice president for communications and Information, said that the biggest area of concern has been the faculty, and that he is not satisfied with the quality of education here was suffering. She then said that she learned that in her psychology class of about 450 students than in some of her smaller classes because of her professor's dedication.

Richard Penske, a junior chemistry education major, said that professors have the power to either make a miserable class more tolerable or make it better. He said that his freshman English composition teacher quit the first week of school and went on another semester. An employee from the UCF Writing Center was taught for the rest of the semester, he said.

"If we had a good teacher, maybe I would have liked the class," Penske said.

Lisa Logan, CFO at UCF president, said salary issues during the first few weeks of football season. Free black and white printing will be available in the computer lab of the Classroom 1 Building, before the end of the semester, at least. The new sign shop of UCF ID cards will contain the UCF Police Department numbers, the facility director, UCF Police Service numbers and the number for the Counseling Center. Also, 30 units in the Towers have been available in the year's entire administration.

Salary issues frustrate faculty
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make your mark.

new flip for it

7 products
1 compact
limited edition spring shades

free mini brush set with purchase*
*with purchase of flip for it, while supplies last.

south beach

sydney
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mark. at UCF
meet mark at the UCF flippin’ for spring beauty bash

where: UCF Bookstore
when: tues. 2/12 • 4 p.m.–6 p.m.
       wed. 2/13–sat. 2/16 & tues. 2/19 • 10 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
• shop for new spring must-haves
• try great makeup
• get expert advice
• grab free stuff!
Hollinger calls impeachment hearing a ‘spectacle’

Before any of the impeachment proceedings began, Superintendant of Elections Charmayne Mez, SGA, Adviser Chelsea Coffey, Student Body President Brindie Hollinger and other members of the executive branch blasted the recent violations and the affidavit as being entirely political.

"Personally, I think at the rate we’re going, I don’t think we’re going to have an election," Mez said.

Hollinger and Coffey’s comments echoed Mez’s.
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The Tigers and the Knights stayed neck-and-neck through the second half. Unfortu­nately for UCF, Memphis made 7-of-15 3-point attempts in the second half, tying the score at 56-56. The Knights tied the score again on a basket by Jermaine Taylor, who followed with a traditional three-point play. After that, the Tigers held a 65-64 lead.

Men's Basketball

BRIAN HUMPHREY

The UCF Men's Basketball team opened the season with the Memphis Tigers for the first time in 19 years, winning 65-64 on Saturday.

The Knights were led by Jermaine Taylor, who struggled with a hand injury in the first half and scored only four points. However, his presence on the court was crucial, with 10 rebounds and an assist.

Conversely, the Tigers, who were without their starting shooting guard Tony Stewart, were led by a career-high 21 points from Memphis' Jessica Hall. She scored all 21 points in the first half, helping the Tigers to an early lead.

The Tigers had a strong defensive performance, holding the Knights to 38% shooting from the field and 28% from the three-point line. They also limited UCF to 69 points, despite the Knights' normal scoring output.

Top Tigers topple Knights

TIGERS 85 | KNIGHTS 64

Women also lose to Tigers

RHYAN VARES

While the UCF Women's Basketball team was trailing by 13 points with five minutes left in the game, they managed to come back and win 70-63 against Memphis.

The Knights were led by Senior Amber Long, who had 19 points and 10 rebounds. She also had four assists and three steals.

Despite the loss, the Knights displayed a strong defensive effort, holding the Tigers to 37% shooting from the field and 28% from the three-point line. However, their own shooting was erratic, going 38% from the field and 25% from the three-point line.

UCF's next game is against the South Carolina Gamecocks on Wednesday, February 13. The game is set to tip off at 7:00 PM at the CFE Arena in Orlando.
Softball grabs three victories in first four games

MELISSA HEYBOER

The Knights won three of their first four games in 2008, including a 4-2 blanking of Central Arkansas on Saturday night, at the UCF Softball Complex.

Central Arkansas struck in the top of the first inning when a Brittany Beanwell double scored Natalie Martin from third. The Knights wanted no time to waste in tying the score at 1-1 in the bottom of the inning. After freshman Tiffany Lane reached base on a fielding error, the rookie second baseman, Marquita Council put down a sacrifice bunt that scored Lane to third. An error by Smith scored Lane to tie the score.

After shutting down the Bears in the second inning, the Knights added six runs in their half of the inning to go up 7-1. Four hits for the Knights in the inning, including a three-run curtain-raiser put the Knights up for good.

UCF added another run in the bottom of the third and then RBI doubles by Cat Miller and Taylor, which enabled the Knights to add more runs in the fourth, claiming a 10-1 lead on the Bears. Central Arkansas would try to rally late in the fifth inning, but fell short, scoring just one run. The game was called after five innings due to a six-run rule.

"Our offensive production was a lot better today," UCF head coach Renee Louver GBilbao said in a press release. "We did everything that we needed to do in order to score runs and make things happen. Being able to come out stronger today just got us two big wins after the loss to NC State last night shows a lot about this team's character."

Juniess Gerondidakis earned her first win of the season, allowing just two runs on three hits, with one strikeout in four innings.

At the plate, Javier went 2-for-3 with three runs batted in. The Knights added three more runs in the fourth inning on an error by the knox athletes.

"We did everything that we needed to do in order to score runs and make things happen. Being able to come out stronger today just got us two big wins after the loss to NC State last night shows a lot about this team's character."

"I thought we executed that game plan well until they got on the board. We're not going to understand that and fight through it with a little bit better hitting and get our bunch to the plate a little bit better, where they can get things on the scoreboard," said Coach Gerondidakis.

"Both teams think we got it [Memphis] by any means. I think they entered it by the way they scored the baskets and by the way they defended them." Rosier led the Tigers with 15 points, but he was just one of five Tigers who scored in double figures. Doster, Anderson and Donnel Mack each had 10 points. Doney posted a double-double with 13 points and 10 rebounds.

The Knights were led in scoring by O'Connell, who had 17 points. Davis and Davis chipped in with 13 and 10 points, respectively.

Taylor, who entered the game averaging 22 points in four games, was held under 10 points from the field, including 0-for-4 on three-pointers and 4-for-4 from the free-throw line.

The Knights will now get to face the conference's top team in facing its bottom team to facing its bottom team.
introducing

**campus crossings**
**COLLEGE STATION**
(Formerly University House)

Think
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**Live Smart.**

**Smart. Living. It’s your space.**

Your space isn’t a virtual chat room. It’s your home. It reflects who you are. Campus Crossings is designed with that in mind, rejecting cookie cutter uniformity in favor of self-expression. We’ve addressed your need to learn, to connect, to chill, to think on your own. Cool and contemporary, your Campus Crossings’ apartment is designed for those with the savvy to live smart.
Ellis put the Tigers up by seven with 5:39 to play until the break.

UCF got as close as three when Julian Caldwell nailed a jumper with 4:49 until the half, but Memphis was able to go on a 13-8 run to build a 48-35 halftime lead. Memphis shot 53 percent from the field in the first half and outrebounded the Knights 24-15.

"We weren't doing out at first," said UCF center Tia Lewis, who finished with 13 points and eight rebounds. "We have to box them out. We were just trying to contain them, and that's not going to work. We have to put our whole bodies on them and box them out. We didn't do that in the first half."

Before playing against two of the conference's best in Hall and Leonard, the Knights battled another couple of teams in their matchup with UAB on Thursday. They battled a Crystal and a Diamond to be exact.

Crystal McFadden and Diamond Hicks combined for 42 points on 16-of-31 shooting as the Blazers captured an 85-67 win.

Both classes teach you the same exclusive score-raising strategies in a dynamic classroom setting and include personal copies of every released LSAT plus explanations.

Kaplan gets more people into law school than any other LSAT prep company.

Score higher on the LSAT—guaranteed or your money back.

1-800-KAP-TEST | kaptest.com/lsat
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THE GODFATHER IS COMING

Author Lee Gutkind, the godfather of creative nonfiction writing

Reading from his latest book, Almost Human: Making Robots Think

Monday, February 11, 7:00 p.m.

Student Union, Key West A&B

Recent Guest On Jon Stewart's The Daily Show

Also the author of eight other books of literary journalism on topics from organ transplantation to baseball uniforms, veterinarians, and motorcycle culture

Founder and Editor of Creative Nonfiction Magazine

Event supported by the Writers in the Sun series, the Department of English, and the Center for Humanities and Digital Research

www.UCFLeadershipWeek.com

UCF presents LEADERSHIP WEEK

February 18th-24th

Student Union

University of Central Florida

Student Leadership Development

www.UCFLeadershipWeek.com

Speaker Include:

SIMON T. BAILEY
International Speaker/Author

JEFF CORWIN
Animal Planet Conservationist

GERT GARMAN
Orlando Event/Marketing Manager

BRANDIE HOLLINGER
UCF SGA President

JIMMY MOORE
Motivational Speaker

BRIAN WHEELER
Tijuana Flats, Founder

Scoreboard

85-67

UCF vs. UAB

The New UCF Arena.

"Diamond Hicks and Crystal McFadden are two different types of players," Rogers said. "Rogers can do it all. She's their leader and their go-to player. She can hear you from miles away, and that's what makes her so difficult to guard. You never let her play in the post, you saw her bring the ball down as a point guard."

"She and McFadden are both very strong physically... they're both very good, and they both bring something very different to the table."

Test: 1-74, with 10 remaining in the game. UAB went on a 13-4 run in the next three minutes to take a 49-40 lead, ripped off by an Amanda Scott layup. UCF pulled to within 48-45 off a Caldwell layup with 4:41 remaining, but the Blazers captured an 85-67 victory against the Knights at home.

Almost Human: Making Robots Think

Dark cloud looms over SGA race

The Weekly names "Once Is Enough" apartments as SGA race move, which will happen under the watchful eye of the Water Management District's Cogeneration Plant. The move will have an even more difficult time traveling down the hall.

An additional problem is that once the river's water level and conservation impacts include regulations that affect the river's water quality and water severance of aquatic ecosystems. According to a recent Orlando Sentinel report, the state Department of Environmental Protection issued an emergency order to stop discharges into the river, but Governor Bush ignored the order. New legislation is being considered by the House and the Senate to address the issue. The new legislation is expected to be passed and signed into law by Governor Bush.

Water crisis is serious business

Days pass, and a drought continues in the state of Florida, particularly Central Florida, where the water is more and more valuable. According to the Florida Department of Natural Resources, 3.3 million people live in areas where the water is more valuable. The department has issued a drought alert for the Central Florida region, where the water is more valuable than ever before.

Drought is another serious problem. It is affecting irrigation systems and natural resources. According to the United States Department of Agriculture, drought is affecting 23% of the nation's land area.

Try to know, you just might like it
Discover Worlds of Opportunity

With our new seasonal rate of $7.60 for spring break employment, now is one of the best times to join our team.

WHEN: February 16 & March 1, from 9:00 to 3:00
WHERE: SeaWorld Port of Call, next to the main entrance gate

• Come prepared for on-the-spot interviews
• Free parking—follow the signs
• Part-time and seasonal positions (must be 15 or older)
• Flexible schedules and great park perks
Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Earn up to $180/mo.

Special*

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to make manufactured injectable products for people, including children, with serious illnesses.

DCI Biologics 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9110
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.

www.dciplasms.com

Hey, where's the party???
GIVE HER ROSES!
RECEIVE A DOZEN ROSES FREE
WITH YOUR $100 PURCHASE
AT SELECT MACY’S STORES* FROM SELECT URBAN BRANDS.
Just in time for Valentine’s Day. Receive a beautiful bouquet of a dozen roses with your gift with a $100 purchase from Rocawear, Sean John, Coogi, Ecko, G-Unit, Akademiks, Rocafella, Akademiks, Blac Label, Brad Butter and Lot 29.

*One per customer while supplies last. Offer valid Monday, February 11 through Thursday, February 14 at these participating Florida Macy’s stores: Orlando Fashion Sq., The Mall at Millenia and Florida Mall. This advertisement applies to Macy’s stores in Florida. Prices and merchandise may differ on macys.com. Advertised items may not be available at your local Macy’s, and selections may vary.

The magic of

macys' macys.com